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Exchange biased magnetoresistive sensors are required to work under harsh environments

such as high temperature regimes. The loss of pinning is a problem in this environments. By

inserting nanocontrolled patterns the pinning strength is shown to be affected. The presented

work explores the effect of controlled antidots in the polycrystaline antiferromagnet (AFM)

layer of a spin-valve (SV) sensor. A fabrication process is developed combining the standart

SV fabrication techniques with an electron beam lithography/etching for the antidots definition.

Three etching depths were tested: 30 Å , 50 Å and 70 Å. R(H) loops of the nanomodified SV

sensors was done. Significant variations of Hex were only observed in structures with 50 Å

etching depth up to a maximum decrease of ∼ 90 Oe. The Hc distribution was narrowed after the

antidot patterning. Angular magnetotransport characterization of the pinned layer seem not to

present any behaviour arising from the AFM modifications. R(H) loops as function of temperature

were acquired presenting the same Hex/ MR variation with temperature as the non-modified devices.

Keywords: Spin Valve; Exchange Bias; Coercive Field; Electron Beam Lithography; Antidot

Matrix; Temperature Dependent Measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoresistive (MR) sensors are widely used in many

fields providing precise and sensitive magnetic field mea-

surements. Focusing on the industry and automotive ap-

plications, the MR sensors are, among others, used for

position and angle detection and are sometimes required

to keep their top performance in temperatures from -40

to 150 oC [1]. Spin-valve (SV) and magnetic tunnel junc-

tion sensors are overcoming the traditional anisotropic

magnetoresistive and hall effect sensors, since they incor-

porate an internal magnetic reference aiming at having

lower detection limits and a higher precision. Temper-

ature is one of the biggest issues for MR sensors that

rely on a magnetic reference, given that this reference

vanishes above a critical temperature easily reached in

several environments. The incorporation of artificial and

controlled defects on the magnetic materials, is shown to

modify locally the magnetic behaviour [2] [3] [4]. As a

consequence, a change of the exchange bias field (Hex)

is verified and there is possibly an improvement on the

limit temperature at which the sensors cease to work [5].

We aim at verifying if the inclusion of nanovoids in the

antiferromagnet (AFM) layer of a top pinned SV sensor

is an effective way of tailoring the Hex and thermal re-

silience of the functional devices. For this purpose, the

standard fabrication process was modified for the inclu-

sion of the nanovoids. Also, magnetotransport charac-

terization on the final devices was performed as function

of temperature, as well as angular measurements to the

ferromagnetic (FM) pinned layer.

When a FM is in contact with an AFM, an induced

unidirectional anisotropy appears in the FM layer. This

effect is called exchange bias. It is responsible for a shift

in M(H) of Hex of the FM layer and increased coerciv-

ity (Hc). As function of temperature, this interaction

vanishes in a critical temperature denoted blocking tem-

perature, Tb. Several models exist to explain Hex and

the enhancement of Hc on biased FM M(H) loops which

can be divided mainly into two types of models: granular

models and domain walls models. Domain wall models

are based in the creation of domain walls due to non

magnetic insertions or interface roughness. These walls

create excess of magnetization in the AFM and enhances

the pinning in the FM [6] [7]. On the other hand, gran-

ular models, more suitable for polycrystaline films, are

based on the uncompensated spins created in the grain

boundaries [8]. Based on this models, the domain wall

width δw and the AFM domain (DAFM ) are given by the

following expressions [9]:

δW =
π

2

√
A

K
(1)

DAFM =
π3JAFM tAFM

2JAFM,FM
(2)

where A is the exchange stiffness of the material and K

is the value of the anisotropy constant, JAFM is the ex-

change constant of the AFM spins, tAFM is the AFM

thickness and JAFM,FM is the interatomic exchange con-

tant of AFM-FM compling. The biased FM can be

described by a simple Stoner-Wolfarth model making
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the single domain and coherent rotation approximations.

The energy per unit of volume can be written as:

E

V
=− µ0HappM

ref
s cos (φ− θ) +Ku sin2 (θ) +

KE cos (θ) +KR sin2 (θ)
(3)

where the terms correspond to Zeeman energy, induced

anisotropy during deposition and two exchange terms one

responsible for the loop shift and another for enhanced

coercivity. The angle φ is the angle that the external field

applied, Happ, does with the induced easy axis, while θ

is the angle between the magnetization and that axis.

Pinning strength of the reference layer in a exchange

biased MR sensors has been enhanced by different strate-

gies. Tantalum or copper buffers have been demonstrated

to increase the exchange bias field when deposited under

bilayers and full MR stacks acting as a texture seeds for

stack growth [10][11]. Synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF)

structures also have been shown to increase the pinning

strength and to improve the blocking temperature of the

stack while decreasing the blocking temperature distri-

bution width. [12]. Different spacers in SAF structures

can also be used such as Ruthenium or more recently

used Iridium [13]. Different AFM have distinct blocking

temperatures. SVs sensor commonly rely on Mn-based

AFMs since they provide good pinning strength and high

thermal stability. AFMs such has FeMn, IrMn, PtMn

or NiMn have Tb values of 170, 255, 310 and 400 oC re-

spectively. The blocking temperature distribution width

increases in the same way in the listed AFMs [14].

In structures with antidots, reports of enhancement

and reduction of Hex are both present in the literature

in bilayers AFM/FM. It needs to be highlighted that the

film layer thicknesses involved in these bilayers are one or-

der of magnitude higher than the typical SV thicknesses.

Strong asymmetries are present in the hysteresis loops

[15] [16]. In [17] the authors show that for a Ni80Fe20(30

nm)/Ir75Mn25(30 nm) there is an increase of Hex and

Hc is verified at room temperature. The same is ver-

ified in multilayered systems by [2] where an enhance-

ment of Hex from 65 to 135 Oe is verified in [Ni80Fe20(15

nm)/Fe50Mn50(15 nm)]10 systems. A decresase of the

Hex value has been verified by [18] where a decrease was

observed in several structures such as nanowires, nan-

odots and nanostripes. Antidot lattice geometry affects

the magnetic properties by favouring directions that re-

flect the symmetry of the lattice [19]. A maximum of

Hex as function of antidot density and diameter is also

stated in [20]. Increasing Hex may not directly reflect on

a direct Tb enhancement. To the best of my knowledge,

thermal stability of antidot systems is not reported other

than in [21] where an improvement of the Tb in Co(8

nm)/NiO(5 nm) systems on anodic aluminum oxide tem-

plates increased from 130 K to 210 K.

For fabrication of the antidot structures, lithography-

based processes (mainly electron beam and optical -deep

ultra violet ) or the use of templates (self assembly

methodologies) are the most used methods [21] [22]. In al-

ternative, nanoshpere lithography can be used to nanopa-

tern the arrays of antidots based on a liftoff process [16].

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

All the device fabrication processes took place at

INESC-MN class 10/100 clean-room. A mask was de-

signed comprising 25 different nanopatterned SV sensors.

Each sensor has 70x2µm while the nanopatterned area is

a rectangle of 50x1.5µm in the middle of the SV sensor.

Each sensor has a different array of antidots in the AFM

layer and has electrical contacts of 300x300µm in order

to perform electrical measurements. The antidots wall to

wall spacing (dw) and diameter (D) were chosen based on

the domain size on the AFM given by expression 2 - 230

nm - being chosen sizes comprised between 100 and 500

nm. An attempt of confining domains was also done by

creating hexagonal magnetic sites. Structures with dif-

ferent antidot densities for constant antidot diameter (D

= 100 nm and D = 200 nm) were also fabricated to ver-

ify the existence of a maximum in the Hex as function of

density as reported in other structures. Alignment marks

for electron beam lithography were added.

The MR stack is the following: Ta(20 Å)/Ni80Fe20(25

Å)/Co80Fe20(28 Å)/ Cu(19.9 Å)/ Co80Fe20(26

Å)/Mn75Ir25(70 Å)/Ta(30 Å) deposited in a Nordiko

3000 ion beam deposition system. The substrate was

rotating at 15 rpm to improve the uniformity. An

induced anisotropy in the magnetic films was created

by a 40 Oe field during the deposition. The stack was

deposited in 4 inch silicon wafer with 200 nm of SiO2

on top and diced in 1 inch samples to be processed

individually. A first level optical lithography (OL) was

done in a Heidelberg Direct Write Laser (DWL) 2.0

system while the pattern was transferred by ion milling

in a Nordiko 3600 tool. The etching was done until

the SiO2. A second level OL was done followed by

deposition at Nordiko 7000 magnetron sputtering tool of

Al98.5Si1Cu0.5 (3000Å) covered with TiW(N) (150Å) for

protection. The contacts were defined via lift-off.

Dose tests for electron beam lithography (EBL) were

done. All the EBL exposures were done in a Raith150 sys-
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Figure 1: A - Antidot size for diferent antidot pitches as

function of dot dose. The exposure was done in dot mode.

The images in B are SEM images that correspond to the 300

nm pitch (P) in the marked doses.

tem with an electron acceleration voltage of 10 kV and an

aperture of 10 µm. SEM for feature inspection was done

in the same system with an electron acceleration voltage

of 10 kV and an aperture of 7.5µm. The write field size of

100 µm was kept constant in all exposures and dose cali-

brations. Three exposure modes were used: area, line and

dot mode. A target dimension was considered achieved

when the deviation to the nominal size is less than 5%.

Area mode exposure calibrations are mask size and dose

dependent therefore, dose calibrations are harder to do.

Dose was adjusted to make the feature size match nomi-

nal size. This calibration was done for two types of resist:

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 200K and PMMA

50K. The resists were spin-coated at 3 krpm during 30

seconds followed by a bake at 160oC during 240s. All de-

velopment steps were done during 80s in MIBK AR600-55

and the development stop was done with IPA. All de-

velopment parameters were kept constant. Doses of 60

µC.cm2 and 20 µC.cm2 were obtained for the PMMA

200K and PMMA 50K respectivelly for D ranging from

150 to 500 nm with dw of 1 or 2D. A maximum deviation

Figure 2: A - Wall width size for diferent diagonal lengths as

function of line dose. The exposure was done in line mode.

The images in B are SEM images that correspond to the 800

nm DL in the marked doses.

of 5% from the nominal sizes is expected. Dot and line

mode calibrations were done in the PMMA 50K. Results

are presented in figure 1 for antidots. A linear behaviour

was observed with 14.5 nm.fC−1 with a minimum feature

size of 56 nm. Doses of 0.003 pC and 0.007 pC were used

for fabrication of antidots of D = 100 nm and D = 150

nm respectively. The magnetic AFM sites were exposed

in line mode. A calibration for different hexagon diago-

nal lengths (DL) was done - figure 2. The dose chosen

for exposures was 70µC.cm−1. SV sensors were exposed

with the doses presented. Pattern was transferred us-

ing Nordiko 3000/Nordiko 3600 ion milling systems by

etching. Due to possible oxidation of MnIr exposed af-

ter etching, a Ta layer was deposited without breaking

vaccum. This way, oxidation was avoided. Three etch-

ing thicknesses of MnIr were tested: 30 Å, 50 Å and

70Å. The etching time was adjusted with the calibra-

tions done for all the materials involved: 1.47±0.01Å.s−1

for MnIr and 0.67±0.01Å.s−1 for Ta. Lift off was done in

electron beam resist remover AR 300-72 from All Resist

during 20 hours in ultrassounds at 60oC. Lift-off process
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Figure 3: SV final devices examples for the 50 Å etched

antidots. Residues of lift-off are still present. The white

areas are PMMA covered with Ta(80 Å).

Figure 4: Profiles measured for the hexagonal magnetic

domain sites where the nominal etching depth was 100 Å

taking into acccount the cap layer. The inset images show

3D and top views of the samples.

was not complete but since Ta is not in contact with the

magnetic materials as PMMA is between no coupling be-

tween them is present. Also, current leakage is not likely

to happen due to the resistivity difference between the

metals, ρ(MnIr), ρ(Ta)� ρ(CoFe). Examples of final SV

devices are presented in 3.

Atomic force microscopy was used to verify etch depth

in a test sample - figure 4. The measured etched depth is

90 Å being the nomimal 100Å. Also, the bottom etched

part is not flat and has a 10Å bump possible due to

shadowing effect. Furthermore, the plot profile 3 from

figure 4 shows that bump disappears near the corner of

hexagons since more open area for etching (done at 60o)

is available and these shadowing effects are lowered. In-

ferring on the etch depth of the smaller antidots (D=100

nm) based on the wall width of the hexagons (90 nm), a

maximum deviation expected from the nominal etching

endpoint is twice the presented in figure 4, 20Å as the

middle zone of the wall to be etched has two resist walls

near the target area while in the perpendicular direction

a clear etching angle is available. In antidots, twice of the

wall effect of these structures is present since the central

area is all surrounded by resist walls.AFM probe did not

present resolution to perform a scan in final devices due

to lift-off residues.

III. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION

The magnetotransport response characterization was

done using homemade setups at INESC-MN. The first

setup consist in two helmholtz coils with a permanent

magnet. The coils are powered by an unipolar current

source up to 17A corresponding to fields up to 2000 Oe.

Relays are present in the electrical circuit to invert the

current to perform full loop measurements. Electrical

contact is made through tungsten probes manually

placed in the electrical contacts. A Keithley sourcemeter

connected through a GPIB connection to a computer

with an acquisition software to acquire data. This setup

was adapted with a flashlamp inside an aluminium

holder connected to a controller EUROTHERM 2116

in order to heat the sample and perform R(H) loops at

a fixed temperature. The controller allows the heating

rate (kept constant at 10oC.min−1 in all measurements)

and the plateau time to be set. A type K surface

thermocouple is used as the controller temperature

input. The system was fully characterized. A value

of -0.33 A for current that compensates the remanent

field was obtained. A temperature overshoot of 0.6oC

was observed for all temperature setpoints. A probe

resistance variation of 9.8mΩ.oC−1 was obtained. This

variation is negligible in the range of temperatures

used (RT to 190oC) when compared with typical SV

resistances of ∼450 Ω. The second setup is composed

by Helmholtz coils powered by a Kepco bipolar current

source up to 3A giving a maximum field of 140Oe. The

bias current source and the voltmeter are controlled by

a data acquisition software. The heating in this setup

is done using a hotplate placed in the middle of the

Helmholtz coils.
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Figure 5: HC and Hc for all the SV with antidots fabricated. The horizontal blue and red bars represent the distributions of

unpatterned sensors previously measured. The X axis values are the nominal antidot diameter and wall-to-wall spacing. All

the dimensions are presented in nm. The (H) tag corresponds to antidots only placed near the sensor border.

A. Room temperature measurements

NO ANTIDOTS

Structures pre-nanomodifications were characterized

at room temperature. Values of Hex and Hc were

extracted for the 22 R(H) curves measured. The Hex

presents a normal distribution with a mean value of

310.1 Oe and a standard deviation of 1.52 Oe while Hc

presents a uniform distribution between 15 Oe and 55 Oe.

ANTIDOTS, NOT ANNEALED

Figure 5 shows the overall behaviour of the measured

samples. The Hex value is affected in different ways as

function of the etch depth. For the 30 Å and the 70 Å

nominal etched depths, higher values of Hex are visible

while for the 50 Å nominal etched depth structures a

significant decrease in some structures is seen up to a

maximum of ∼90 Oe. Hex decrease is more visible when

D/dw = 1 being less pronounced when D/dw = 0.5. Hc

is higher for the deeper antidots on MnIr decreasing for

less etched structures. Also, Hc seems to be confined in

the 30 Å and 70 Å nominal etching depth since all of the

non-comparable structures presented similar Hc values.

Not any structure present a value significantly outside

the unpatterned Hex and Hc distribution.

According to [23], defects in layers deeper in the the

AFM material cause the Hex value to decrease. These

defects can be compared with the 50 Å etch depth struc-

tures as the antidots can be assumed as a defect in the

middle of the AFM layer decreasing the value of Hex.

Not any of the tested structures have antidots more than

one domain wall width away from the interface as the

domain wall for MnIr is 78 Å. Therefore, Hex should be

influenced by any of the three values of etching depth

despite of the antidot configuration. The small influence

may be attributed to the polycrystalline nature of the

stack films. The defects should act like pinning centers

and according to the domain models an enhancement (or
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Figure 6: A - Hex and Hc as function of wall-to-wall spacing for the antidots with D=100 and D=150 nm. The inset images

have 600 nm x 600 nm. B - Exchange bias field and coercivity of the exchange bias as function of diagonal length for the

hexagonal patterned structures. The inset SEM images have 2µm x 2µm,

at least a modification) of the Hex should be verified.

This expected variation is not present in the results pos-

sibly because the grain boundaries effects overcome these

effects. Grain boundaries act as dense non-controlled de-

fects since grain size of sputtered AFM metallic films is

around 10-20 corresponding to 10-20 grain boundaries in

a typical dw = 200 nm for example.

Defects that are closer to the interface also are more re-

sponsible to enhancement in Hc as deeper antidots (70 Å)

present a higher Hc in the structures measured followed

by 50 Å and 30 Å by the presented order. The enhance-

ment of Hc in the antidots in the FM and AFM bilayers

is also reported in [3] where the authors attribute the in-

crease to the strong pinning of the domain walls in the

antidots and consequently enhancing the pinning in the

AFM uncompensated spins at the interface. TheHc value

is dependent of the KAFM , grain volume and AFM ex-

change length since these are the factors that contribute

to the stability of uncompensated spins in the AFM. Ex-

change length is not being affected by the antidots neither

the grain volume as the characteristic lengths of the an-

tidots are higher than the grain size. The antidots seem

to affect the KAFM in a local way that overcomes the

unknown factor that causes dispersion on Hc value. This

effect seems to be lattice, size and density independent.

As function of dw, structures do not present any en-

chancement of Hex for the 70 Å deep antidots and for

fixed D=100 nm and D=150 nm - figure 6 A. Same nar-

rowing tendency for coercivity is present.

HEXAGONAL MAGNETIC SITES

The magnetic confinement structures did not present

any enhancement of Hex- figure 6B. The domain size

could not be successfully controlled and reduced by

physical limitations as an attempt of increasing Hex

value (since Hex ∝ 1/DAFM ) as many domains are in

each site. If lower values of DL were targeted (<200

nm) the AFM magnetic material volume would be small

as the wall width is limited to values ∼90 nm and the

value of Hex would be compromised since the effective

AFM thickness contributing to the exchange bias would

be reduced dramatically.

ANGULAR PINNED LAYER (PL) MEASURE-

MENTS

In the case that the bilayer is completely affected by

the patterned antidots, the FM film acquires multiple

easy directions defined by the geometry of the antidot lat-

tice [19]. Using a goniometer, sample was able to rotate

360o while a field of H = 100 Oe was applied saturat-

ing the free layer (FL) in each angular position. The PL

magnetization has a coherent rotation with the sample

as long as the exchange bias interaction fixes it. If there

is an additional easy direction of the FM layer the small

field applied might be enough to rotate the PL magneti-

zation as the sample rotates and a deviation from a pure

sinosoidal behaviour without phase of the resistance as

function of the angle is expected. The results are pre-

sented in figure 7 for the different types of sensors tested.

The resistance is normalized to allow direct comparisons

between the sensors as the curves were shifted due to dif-
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Figure 7: Resistance of the selected SV sensors with a

Happ = 100 Oe as a function of the sample angle in respect

to the field direction. The 0o correspond to the situation

were the field is perpendicular to the magnetic easy axis of

the sensor. The black dashed curve represents a pure sine

function.

ference in resistance and in magnetoresistance. A pure si-

nusoidal function without a significant shift was obtained

for all the antidots tested. The small shift can be due to

the sample manual placing in the holder. The antidots

lattice on the AFM layer seem not to induce any effec-

tive field in the FM layer. A possible fact is that the field

applied is not enough to tilt the PL magnetization to the

possible created easy directions as the value of Kinduced

(anisotropy constant for the multiaxial anisotropy) might

be too small. A shift in the curve towards 45o(30o) for

quadrangular(triangular) lattice is expected as the value

of Kinduced increases as the easy axis due to the lattice

starts to compete with the easy axis defined by the ex-

change bias. This shift seem not detected in the acquired

values.

When comparing the different latices for the same D

and dW , the antiparallel resistance plateau is in general

smaller for the triangular lattices than for the quadran-

gular lattices.

The MR value for all the structures is presented in

figure 8. The value of ∆R is similar in all the 30 Å

and 50 Å , ∼29 Ω, while for 70 Å etched samples the

value is a little lower, ∼25 Ω. The values of MR are in

same range of the sensors without antidots for the etch

depth of 30 and 50 Å. For the etched depth of 70 Å, a

decrease of MR is observed in several structures up to a

decrease of ∼ 5%. When the structure presents antidots

the current direction is altered locally and do not follow a

straight line given by the current injection in the contacts

- figure 8 inset A. As soon as the antidot gets filled with

Figure 8: MR values of the final devices without annealing as

function D and dw of the antidots patterned. The orange bar

represents the MR measured for sensors with no antidots.

The inset A is a finite element simulation for the current

density for one layer of MnIr with antidot. The inset B is a

finite element simulations for the current density one layer of

MnIr with antidot with Ta. The arrows represent the local

current direction. Simulations were done using the following

resistivity values: ρ(MnIr) = 175µΩ.cm, ρ(Ta) = 154µΩ.cm.

another material - in the present case Ta - the current

dispersion is smaller as current can flow through holes -

figure 8 inset B. Additionally, since MnIr and Ta have

similar resistivities the current direction is not affected

significantly possibly justifying the fact that sensors with

and without antidots have similar values of MR. On the

other hand, in a first approximation considering a parallel

resistance model between the layers we have

1

ρSV
=

∑
layers

tlayer
ttotal

1

ρlayer
(4)

where the sum is done over all SV layers. tlayer stands

for the thickness of the layer with resistivity ρlayer and

ttotal for the full thickness of the SV sensor. Using this

model only ∼4% and ∼2% of the electrons pass through

the MnIr and Ta layers which are the ones affected by

the antidots. Therefore, effects of the antidots on the

resistance of the device should be small. In the 70 Å

depth antidot structures, the etch might reach the FM

layer underneath the AFM. As so, CoFe could be etched

and the spin dependent scattering slightly affected

justifying the lower value of ∆R and the decrease of MR.
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ANNEALED SAMPLES

The annealing process was done at 250oC during 30

minutes followed by natural cooling under a magnetic

field applied of 10 kOe along the PL easy axis defined

in the deposition. The values of Hex and Hc are the

same as in the non annealed samples. The only difference

between the curves is in the spin flop region. This is not a

stack particularity as VSM measurements were performed

with and without annealing and both presenting the same

behaviour. As so, this effect is antidot related. This can

be due to the loss of magnetic order during etching in the

vicinity of the antidot arrays. Upon annealing, this order

is restored, the uncompensated spins pinning is enhanced

and more irreversible rotation occurs.

B. Temperature dependent measurements

Different measurement protocols exist where majority

use saturation fields to reset the magnetic state of all

sensor layers. VSM measurements are usually done by

heating the sample with a saturation field. In York mea-

surement protocol, the sample is heated under a field and

cooled down to a temperature where no thermal agitation

effects are visible. After, another heating/cooling under

a field applied is done until the temperature where Hex

wants to be measured. The magnetic layer saturation

make the measurements to have the same initial state

and to be reproducible.

Electrical measurements are local measurements that

rely on the relative magnetization of the two FM layers

opposed to VSM measurements which is a macroscopic

magnetic technique. If the Hex and Hc are so that the

second branch of the R(H) loop interferes with the FL

rotation, the Hex cannot be measured directly in R(H)

loops as the center of the loop is not identified.

In this work: two measurement protocols were ad-

dressed being 1) the main measurement protocol.

1. Temperature was continuously applied and the

heating was done without field. R(H) loops were

acquired with fixed temperature applied during 5

minutes as stabilization time after the temperature

reached the set point.

2. The sample was heated for 5 minutes followed by a

cool down step and R(H) loop is acquired at room

temperature.

PINNED LAYER MEASUREMENTS

In total, 5 devices were characterized as a function of

temperature: a bulk SV, a SV sensor without antidots

and 3 sensors with antidots. All the three present similar

results of Hex behaviour as a function of temperature.

An increase of Tb is not verified for the selected struc-

tures. A linear behaviour was observed and a Tb of ∼
190oC was obtained through a linear fit which is lower

than the typically reported in literature (∼220 o C [14]).

To confirm the result for Tb, VSM measurements as

function of temperature should be done in non-patterned

stacks. The difference can be due to the measurement

protocol. The measurement protocol 1) do not restore

the magnetic order in the magnetic layers and thus

subsequent measurements do not have the same initial

spin status as before as some uncompensated spins

might have been changed towards the compensated

status. Additionally, training effects can also affect the

results as the sensors are being submitted to successive

R(H) loops. Selected SV sensors - no antidots, trian-

gular lattices of D=150 nm, dw=150 nm and dw=300

nm, rectangular lattices of D=300 nm, dw,x=900 nm,

dw,y=300 nm and D=150 nm, dw,x=300 nm, dw,y=150

nm - were characterized by the measurement protocol 2)

at 150oC and 190oC. The Hex value remained with the

same value as in room temperature value for the first

temperature while vanishing for the second. Comparing

the nanomodified sensors with the ones with no antidots,

the reason for the antidots not to affect the Tb value

should be the same as the reason of not affecting the Hex.

FREE LAYER MEASUREMENTS

Due to loss of exchange bias the value of MR will de-

crease. The MR of the sensors was defined by the mean

value of the plateaus in the antiparallel state. When the

exchange bias starts to decrease, one of the plateau starts

to decrease faster than the other and consequently MR

decreases proportionally to the Hex. The MR value, is

based on the resistivity of the sensor and then, is affected

by several components which are temperature dependent:

ρtotal(T ) = ρ0 + ρphonons(T ) + ρmagnons(T ) (5)

where the ρ0 is the residual resistivity value of the struc-

ture, ρphonons(T ) is due to the lattice vibration arising

from the temperature and ρmagnons(T ) is the resistiv-

ity coming from scattering of electrons with magnons.

The phononic contribution has a linear behaviour with

temperature while the magnonic contribution is non lin-

ear. The latter can be neglected since the temperature

is much lower than the Curie temperature of the mate-

rials (TCoFe ≈ 1500oC for bulk materials) and the field

applied is small to excite the magnetic vibrations. To

separate the contribution of the exchange bias loss from

the variation of the metallic behaviour with temperature

the linear slope on the MR behaviour was removed from
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Figure 9: A - R(H) curves as function of temperature and Hex values for the structures measured in 1200 Oe range as function

of temperature. B - Values of exchange extracted from the curves. The red line corresponds to a linear fit for Tb extraction.

Figure 10: A - R(H) curves as function of temperature acquired with a 140 Oe field range. B -Corrected MR values for the

structures measured in 140 Oe range as function of temperature. The inset shows one non-corrected example.

all the points of the MR(H) curves. The data extracted

is presented in figure 10A. The values of MR corrected

by extracting the linear slope is presented in figure 10B.

MR value is never 0 as when the exchange bias field is

lost the system behaves like a GMR multilayered system

without reference until reaching a temperature where the

magnetic order vanish. The highlighted area represent

the temperature range where the MR loss is attributed

to exchange bias decrease. All the curves present the

same behaviour starting decrease sharply around 160oC.

The blocking temperature estimated is the same as in

the previous measurement setup validating this method

for Tb extraction. As shown again, the thermal activated

effects in all the structures seem to be the same in the

both cases, non and nanopatterned sensors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Antiferromagnetic spintronics and the pinning of do-

main walls in the antiferromagnetic layer is a recent topic

of research. Manipulating magnetic domains can allow

to hold the reference of spin valve sensors and make the

range of operation temperature wider. A novel modifica-

tion of spin valve sensors was implemented. The integra-
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tion of controlled nanodefects required the standard spin-

valve process to be modified. Electron beam lithography

was used for the nanofabrication where dose calibrations

were performed in the three mode of exposures of electron

beam lithography: Area, dot and line mode being the lat-

ter a new explored exposure mode at INESC-MN. Dense

antidot matrices with elements of diameter ranging from

100 nm to 500 nm and wall-to-wall distances up to 500

nm were successfully fabricated in PMMA. Atomic force

microscopy was used to conclude about the etching end

point. The magnetotransport revealed a decrease on Hex

when the nominal etching depth was 50 Å while remain-

ing similar to the Hex of the non-modified sensors for

nominal etching depths of 30 Å and 70 Å. In terms of co-

ercivity, the antidots seem to strongly decrease the initial

dispersion evidencing that the magnetic behaviour can be

tuned with the inclusion of antidots. A maximum value

of Hex as function of antidot density was not observed

for the smaller antidots tested, 100 and 150 nm. The

low dependence of the magnetic behaviour on the fabri-

cated antidots can be related with to the polycrystalline

nature of the films and small grain size. The ferromag-

netic pinned layer anisotropy seemed not to be affected

by the antiferromagnetic layer modifications. The mag-

netoresistance values were not affected by antidot etching

depth of 30 Å and 50 Å but had a significant decrease

with the 70 Å deep antidots. No clear impact of the an-

tidots in the spin valve thermal stability was visible. Hex

decrease as function of temperature was similar in both

non and nanomodified structures suggesting that thermal

agitation effects are similar in all structures tested.
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